
Torque 

The sets of panther head torque model with “droplets”. Resembling fresco of centurion 
Marcus Caelius from Bonn Museum of legio XVIII -Bonn Museum. Silver plated and partially 

gold-plated Roman torque.  

 
 

Only the droplets and the hair on the head are partially gilded. My  panther head torque 
model: 1 pair torque, 2 pieces (160g. each torque). All this hollow! Here I've achieved 160 g. 

on each torque! This is a very good light  weight! From brass silvered. 
 

                          

 
 



These are just the silver-plated models. 

 

 
 А set completely made of brass  all this are hollow! Here I've achieved 80 g. on each torque! 
This is a very good light weight! From brass. I shot them together with silver plated ones for 

better shades. Red bronze is also possible as an option! 

My wax models on the Panther Head.   

  
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

 



Ours torque in action: 

 
 

 

 

 

 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 



My first torque model: 1 pair torque 2 pieces (80 g. each torque). All this hollow! Here I've 
achieved 80 g. on each torque! This is a very good light weight! From brass. Tinned or 

silvered. 

  
 

The sets model with “droplets”. Resembling fresco of centurion of legio XVIII -Bonn Museum. 
 

  
 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

Аrmillae 

 Аrmillae models red bronze or silver-plated-different sizes in diameter. I gained a very good 
weight! 108g. each torque (hollow)! 



 

 

  



 
 

 

 

 

My wax models on the lions head.   
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